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Tears that once poured down Chana Hardin’s face have dried�
up, and she’s learned to turn her wounds into wisdom.�
    Despite of becoming homeless from a house fire last December�
and having her hopes of moving into a new home crushed by the�
CEO of Travelers Aid, whose organization is designed to assist in-�
dividuals facing homelessness like her, Hardin has learned to rely�
on her faith and God-given skills to survive.�

    “If I’m forced to live in a cardboard box, then Roslyn Baugh-�
man will be living in a box next to mine,” Hardin joked. “I’m not�
giving up. This will only make me stronger.”�
    Baughman is accused of sabotaging Hardin’s case, by allegedly�
making it impossible for other organizations to assist her.�
    “I was told that my case was terminated by Traveler’s Aid in�
January. When I called other organizations for help, they said�
there was nothing they could do to help me until I receive a ter-�
mination letter. I believe it was intentional, so that I would be�
homeless over the holidays,” Hardin said. “My case still has not�
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Curvy Girl Swag Mag...�

Curvy Girl Swag Magazine is the ultimate destination for the Gen Z generation seeking to embrace health, beau-�
ty, and self-esteem. This cutting-edge publication offers a fresh perspective on health, wellness, fashion, and�
lifestyle, catering specifically to young women who celebrate their curves and unique beauty. With an emphasis�
on body positivity and empowerment, Curvy Girl Swag Magazine delivers the latest news, trends, and insights to�
inspire confidence and self-love. From health and fitness tips tailored to diverse body types to beauty advice�
that celebrates individuality, this magazine is a must-read for those who want to feel fabulous inside and out.�
With engaging content that reflects the diverse experiences of its readers, Curvy Girl Swag Magazine sets the�
standard for inclusive and empowering media for the modern generation.�


